Use Widgitonline to make your own

There are seven words in this dominoes template.
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How Many

How many D Day Vehicles

1 2 3 4 5
Sherman
Tank
Eisenhower
France
June
D Day
How Many

How many D Day Vehicles

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Match Word to Picture

Draw a line to match the pictures D Day

- [Image of soldiers] - [Image of plane]
- [Image of plane] - [Image of tank]
- [Image of parachutes] - [Image of tank]
- [Image of tank] - [Image of man] - [Image of parachutes]
Which month did D Day happen during?

- May
- June
- July

Which country is Normandy in?

- France
- Spain
- Germany

What year did D Day happen during?

- 1914
- 2000
- 1944